
Privacy Policy of website www.xts.it

Dear Visitor,  by visiting this  website,  data relating to identified or identifiable natural  persons may be
processed.
Regarding this data processing, also pursuant to art. 13 of the European General Data Protection Regulation
(EU Regulation 2016/679), the following information is provided, the validity of which is not extended to
any other external websites visited by the user through links on this website.
By continuing to browse, and by subscribing to the service proposals contained in the various parts of the
website (filling in forms to request information), this general information on the processing is assumed to
be  acquired,  as  well  as  any  specific  information  related  to  the  processing  for  different  and  specific
purposes, and the user expresses the relative consent to the processing. It is underlined that the consent is
valid only if it comes from an adult or a minor who has reached the age of 14 (art. 2 - quinquies Legislative
Decree 196 of 2003).

Below is some information and warnings on how the website www.xts.it is managed for the purpose of 
protecting personal data.

1. DATA CONTROLLER AND DATA PROTECTION OFFICER

XTS INTERNATIONAL SRL – VIA MONTELLO 37 - 31022 PREGANZIOL TV ITALIA - P.IVA IT03524960261

2. PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
The ownership of the data, data provided voluntarily, processed as a consequence to the browsing of the 
website, is attributed to XTS INTERNATIONAL SRL, with headquarters in VIA MONTELLO 37 - 31022 
PREGANZIOL TV ITALIA), which processes the data, other than for optimizing the use of the website, for its 
statutory purposes.
The processing is carried out by the owner through paper, computerized, telecommunication methods on 
computer systems and servers in their availability, by the staff in charge (internal and external) who 
processes the data in order to manage the website in the best way possible with computer and 
telecommunication methods.
XTS INTERNATIONAL SRL collects data relating to access and navigation within the website to allow the 
functioning of the services and sections that require user identification and uses the information collected 
for the technical administration of the website and for any statistical analysis about the use of the website 
itself. XTS INTERNATIONAL SRL may use global statistical data on the type of traffic and other information 
related to the website without disseminating or communicating data relating to the individual users to third
parties.
Any form of dissemination or communication to third parties is excluded (except for appointed service 
providers, within the scope of the stated purposes).

3. Consent and data provided voluntarily by the user
The optional, explicit, and voluntary sending of emails to the addresses indicated on this website entails the
subsequent acquisition of the sender’s address, necessary to respond to the requests, as well as any other
personal data included in the message.

4. Website navigation
The use of session cookies is strictly dedicated to the optimization of the use of the website, and therefore 
exclusively to ensure the best navigation within the website itself.
Access by users is monitored for statistical purposes only, by recording in specific log files. Other websites 
to which this site may possibly ‘link’ may contain tracking systems to which the owner of the website is 
unrelated. There is no guarantee that these external websites are equipped with suitable security systems 



aimed at protecting the processed data and to prevent damage (e.g. from computer viruses).

5. Website security measures
Specific security measures have been adopted for the management of the website, aimed at guaranteeing 
safe access and protecting the information contained on the website from the risk of loss or destruction, 
even accidental. The antivirus software used in the management of the website is regularly updated. 
Furthermore, XTS INTERNATIONAL SRL, while guaranteeing the adoption of specific antivirus systems, 
reminds that, in addition to being a legal obligation, it is advisable for the users to equip their workstation 
with a prevention and scanning system against viruses.

6. Rights of interested parties
The subjects to whom the personal data processed refer are guaranteed all the rights referred to in articles
15, 16, 17, 18 of Regulation 679 (access with confirmation of the existence or otherwise of the processing
of the data; rectification, cancellation, and limitation of processing when the cases occur).
The interested user has the right to oppose in any case, for legitimate reasons, to their processing.
Requests should be addressed:
- by email, to the address: info@xts.it - or by mail, to: XTS INTERNATIONAL SRL - V.LE DELLA MECCANICA 14
- 36016 THIENE VI ITALIA


